
Sponsor Meeting Minutes 7 
 
Date & Time: 17 December 2018, 1:30 PM - 3:00 PM 
Venue: LightHouse Marine Office 
Attendees: Aloysius, Anthony, Ozzy, Samantha, Jun Ji (Sponsor), Ron 
Absentees: Eng Teck (Reservist), Yi Fang (Overseas) 
 
 

S/N Item Actions 

1 Things to review 
1. Excel Updates 
2. Front End Updates 
3. Back End Updates 
4. Request for Bluehost server 

Aloysius 
Anthony 
Ozzy 
Samantha 
 

2 Front End Updates 
- Implemented changes based on new excel sheet  
- Walkthrough of General Info Overview Page 

- Checkbox for selection of client 
- Leaving 4th grade field to be blank 
- Whichever grade is selected in Average measurement will 

correspond to the column (Max 3 columns) 
- Ron mentioned that we do not need an extra column in the 

last section (currently already does not exist) because the 
4th grade above is for something else  
 

- Walkthrough of Pre Surveyor Acknowledgement Page 
- Link serial number info from General Info Page to 

Acknowledgement Page (Prefilled - Create a servlet) 
 

- Walkthrough of Sampling Report 
- Sampling Report (Reference no, vessel info etc needs to 

be prefilled) 
- Vessel Testing Program should be a dropdown menu 

(Yes/No option) 
- Retention Samples do not require 4th grade. Remove 

column. 
 

- Walkthrough of Timelog 
- Timelog (Reference no, vessel info needs needs to be 

prefilled) 
- Change all dates  to dd/mm/yyyy format 
- Change all timings to 24 hours format, don’t need AM/PM 
- All fields that surveyor doesn’t fill in should be hidden when 

generating the report. 

Anthony 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ozzy 



 
- Walkthrough of Bunker Condition Report Page 

- Bunker condition (reference no, vessel info etc needs to be 
prefilled) 

- Draft After should be changed to Draft AFT 
- Draft FWD, Draft AFT, Trim should automatically be 

calculated, and put the column together. 
- Trim formula = AFT - FWD 
- Positioning of Sea state field and trim field can be switched 
- Ref Height measured and Ref height stated (new and on 

the right side) needs to be included as well 
- Average measurement section pre-populated from general 

info page 
- (Bottom left section on photocopied paper). Lighthouse 

Findings will take total metric tons from above. Declared 
Log Book, B.D.N Quantity, Consumption is manually input. 

- Formula for Vessel ROB After Bunker = LightHouse 
Findings + BDN  - Consumption  

- Add in Total for grossObservedVolume, 
standardVolumeM3 and totalObservedVolume as well as 
metricTons 

- All the vessel measurement report will consist of a Ref 
Height stated field 
 

- Walkthrough of Seal CheckList Page 
- OK 

 
- Walkthrough of Statement of Fact Page 

- Specific template for comments where surveyor only needs 
to fill in the number and can add in 1-2 lines of additional 
comments if needed 

- Ron propose putting the template above the comments 
field 

 
- Walkthrough of Non-Cargo Declaration/Inspection 

- OK 

3 Prioritise Picture List 
- I.e. Whatsapp Application.  

Take a picture, name the picture and format it in order 
One job has 41 pictures. Need to crop, re-adjust, captioning and 
arrange them accordingly. (Go for flexibility instead of order) 
 

Jun Ji 
- Increased workload on survey job, requires more photos (around 

40) and have to be sorted. 
- Possible change of frontend logo and company structure 

 



somewhere in June 

4 Backend Update 1 
- Signature and stamp and be side by side, don’t have to overlay 
- Temp folder for signature and stamp of chief engineer and barge 

officer/cargo officer 
- *can be more than 1 

 
Backend Update 2 

- Transferring of report information  
 
Getting of Bluehost server from LHM 

- Team will be getting the server on our own and LHM will 
reimburse the team accordingly. 

- Mentioned that each server will only be around $10. JJ said to 
take a photo of the receipt for reimbursement.  

Aloysius 

5 Actions to be taken at end of meeting 
- Photocopy of Bunker Condition Page 

Bala 

 
Prepared by: Aloysius Teo 
Vetted by: Toh Eng Teck 


